The Composer
The Ecosse Composer Interconnect is the cheapest cable on the
planet to offer audiophile-quality Monocrystal™ ultra-pure
conductor material, which it does so in the more important ‘going’
conductor.
This conductor is
multistrand, rope-lay
woven with a superb
Polyethylene dielectric
insulator. Superior
double shielding of
Aluminium/Mylar foil
and an OFC braid- to
reduce radio frequency
'noise' - and direct
gold-plated SUPERIOR
plugs ensure a high
performance-to-price ratio.
Thus, for the first time, our multi-award winning Monocrystal™ copper conductor material becomes
available in a high quality, ridiculously low-cost interconnect.
This superb interconnect garnered its first 5-star, 'Best Buy' Award in Hi-Fi Choice Magazine, and then
What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision Magazine further confirmed its 'Best of Test'/5-star review status with a
stunning appraisal of its capabilities. Their conclusion?"…this is a stellar interconnect...its easily
our cable king!"
This cable is perfectly at home in Hi-Fi or AV systems where sound quality from the basic cables
supplied leaves much to be desired. Immediately you will perceive greater dynamics coupled with a level
of detail and ambience not available with inferior interconnects.
The Composer cable synergises well with all our CS-range of loudSpeaker cables. For a complete
perspective on cable synergy go to our cable-match synergy table.

Reviews & Testimonials
“…the Composer is clearly at the
top of this particular pile - and a definite
Best Buy. The Composer stood out as
offering a high degree of realism and
clarity … The sound was uncannily
clear."
HI-FI Choice Magazine, UK

"... this is a stellar interconnect ...its
hard to believe the price tag."
What HI-FI? Sound and Vision Magazine, UK

"The Composer, a very beautiful "jewel" - cable with top construction,
despite its low price...Composer is a top
choice for the value of money…"
WHA T HI-FI A wards, UK

Technical Specifications
Monocrystal™/UHP-OFC™ Copper coaxial construction
Aluminium-Mylar + close-lapped UHP-OFC™ braid - double screen

"...a beautifully constructed cable
with exceptionally high quality phono
plugs."
HI-END Opontiaem, Greek Magazine

Rope-lay woven signal conductor
"Today I proud to recommend you

Superior ultra low-loss Foamed Polyethylene dielectric
6mm circular o/d soft vibration-absorbing low density LDPVC sheath

We cannot stress enough that significant improvements are possible from matching mains cable,
loudSpeaker and interconnect cable-grade-wise (see our 'at-a-glance' Cable Match Table) throughout
your system, thus enhancing synergy.

"Today I proud to recommend you
the Unique technics' Ecosse Cable.
This cable offers lovely females' even
males' voices with speed like real life,
very smooth ...I believe Ecosse 'The
Composer' is the best choice that you
never ignore. I will say this cable will
drive you to the peace land of
happiness among this time of cable
war…"
A udiophile Vol.6 , No 6 3 , T hai Magazine
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